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SA F E T Y G U I D E L I N E S
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PUBLISHED ON FEBRUARY 9TH, 2021

This document is intended to be reviewed on a monthly basis and will also be updated when new information is provided by our
film commission and relevant committees such as Section 21.
The health and safety of our employees, clients, vendors,
and families are everyone’s highest priority. Successful
mitigation of COVID risk is dependent upon the active
participation in COVID safe practices of everyone working
within the workplace. The following ideas have been
compiled to help us all prepare and plan. They are not
intended to create any new legal or contractual obligations.
The ideas are advisory in nature, informational in content
and are the result of consultation with several people
representing various departments. Not every department
is addressed herein. Personnel should use this planning
guidance to help identify risk levels in the workplace settings
and to determine which control measures to implement.
Additional guidance may be needed as COVID-19
conditions change. These guidelines are not meant to be
a perfect fit for every scenario, as we all know that no two
productions are identical. In order for us to continue to
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produce work safely, cautiously and confidently, everyone
involved will need to actively contribute. Each of us must
continue to bring a sense of personal responsibility to the
workplace and speak up when we have concerns or ideas
While Provincial guidelines may dictate the maximum size
and scope of the shoot, it is advisable from both a safety
and productivity standpoint to keep shoot days as short as
possible.
As a community, we are closely monitoring developments
and this guidance will be updated based on evolving
recommendations from Health Canada, the various levels
of Government, Film Ontario, Section 21 and our own
learnings.
At this time The ACCP Member companies will only be
permitting essential Cast and Crew on location or in-studio.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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Establishing and maintaining COVID - 19 protocols on shoot
days will take more time. Member companies should take
this into account when planning the shoot, it is in everyone’s
best interest for safety to keep our days manageable and, if
at all possible, to 12 hours.
Please review the entire document. In an effort to reduce
the length, the choice was made to not repeat the same
ideas in too many places. Many of these practices are
already commonplace but were included to emphasize
their importance.
The risk of getting COVID-19 is higher with a longer duration
of contact and with closer proximity to others. All feasible
controls should be implemented to maintain distance and
to minimize the number of interactions within two metres.
Rigorous screening controls are an essential administrative
control and should be implemented to identify individuals
who may be infected with COVID-19 and prevent them
from bringing COVID-19 into the workplace.
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However, appropriate screening does not reduce the
importance of implementing appropriate physical
distancing, hygiene and environmental sanitation protocols.
The need for PPE (indoors and outdoors) should be
determined based on a workplace- specific risk assessment
including the type of work being done (e.g. operating
camera, serving food, performing) and the combination of
controls implemented at the site.
All workplace parties should be familiar with current
applicable government masking and PPE requirements.
It is strongly recommended that masks approved by the
producer (e.g. surgical or procedure masks) be worn
at all times, subject only to limited exceptions (e.g. for
performers when necessary while on camera or while eating/
drinking in permitted areas) as permitted by government
requirements.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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Additional PPE that is appropriate in the circumstances
should also be available for relevant workers (See
department specific guidance in this document). Where
needed (e.g. where a physical distance of at least 2 metres
cannot be maintained), additional PPE will likely consist of
a surgical or procedure mask and eye protection (face shield
or goggles). Consideration should be given to addressing
issues of face shields or goggles “fogging up” and ensuring
that reasonable opportunities are provided for workers to
access permitted areas for eating/drinking. Finally, parties
should be familiar with any legislated PPE requirements for
workers in hair and makeup.
The ACCP recommends against the universal use of gloves
by all cast and crew. It is our opinion that gloves may lead
to a false sense of security and may actually increase risk,
particularly due to self-contamination while donning and
doffing. Instead, we recommend effective and frequent
hand hygiene with soap and water or alcohol-based hand
rub is imperative, along with avoidance of touching the
eyes, nose or mouth.
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However, gloves may be worn as infection prevention PPE
when touching potentially contaminated commonly shared
equipment is unavoidable and equipment cannot feasibly
be disinfected (e.g., lighting/ electrical cables, worn
costumes, etc.). Non-medical (work) gloves shall be worn
as usual when appropriate.
The ACCP encourages everyone to download the COVID
Alert app so you can be notified directly if you have been
in close contact with someone who was contagious with
COVID-19. This app is an excellent tool to increase contact
tracing speed and efficiency which is incredibly important
in stemming the spread of Covid-19. The more people using
it, the more effective it is
The app can be downloaded here: https://covid-19.ontario.
ca/covidalert.
This document should be considered a continuous work
in progress. Ideas and feedback are welcome and can be
submitted via email at info@cpat.ca. Thank you and let’s
stay safe!
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H OW T H E COV ID A LERT WO R KS
As you go about your day, COVID Alert runs in the background and:
• uses your smartphone’s built-in Bluetooth function to detect how
close you are to other people with the app
• exchanges random codes with other, nearby app users every 5
minutes
• saves the codes on your phone for 14 days
The random codes cannot be used to identify you or your location.

If you test positive, you can use the app to notify others by:
• getting your unique one-time key from the Test Results Website
• entering it into the app
The app only uses random codes – it does not collect or share any health
information about you.
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H OW T H E COV ID A LERT WO R KS
Every day, when you have an internet connection, COVID Alert looks
for matches between the random codes on your phone and the random
codes from people who have told the app they have tested positive.
Even if it finds matching codes, the app won’t know who they belong to.

If the app finds matching codes, it means that in the past 2 weeks you
were within 2 metres of an app user for more than 15 minutes, and that
user has since tested positive. So you will get an alert with:
• a message that you may have been exposed to COVID-19covid 19
• advice on what to do next
Because no personal information or location data is shared, the app will
not know where or when you were exposed.
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G E N E R A L COMMO N S EN S E P R ACT IC ES
• At all times, abide by applicable laws, regulations and public health
orders.
• Only essential visitors should be allowed into the workplace.
• Everyone should perform daily self-screening at home prior to coming
to work. Anyone who is sick or has any COVID - 19 symptoms outlined
in public health guidelines should not come to work and should stay at
home.
• During the workday continue to self-monitor for signs or symptoms
of COVID-19 and report to your department head if you are sick or
experiencing symptoms.
• It is recommended that any worker who has symptoms related to cold, flu
or COVID-19 should stay home, or be sent home if symptoms are seen.
Public Health Ontario has provided helpful guidance on self-monitoring
and self-isolation. In addition, employers should advise these workers to
complete the online self- assessment or call either:
• Telehealth: 1-866-797-0000
• or their primary care provider (for example, family physician)
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• Department Heads should then report this information to the production
department.
• Utilize appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), including but
not limited to goggles, face shields, masks that cover the nose and mouth.
• Provide workplace posters on relevant topics including information about
COVID-19 and its symptoms, hygiene, personal protective equipment,
food safety, physical distancing, etc.
• Require PPE to be properly worn at all times, regularly inspected,
maintained and replaced as necessary.
• Require PPE to be properly removed, cleaned, and stored or disposed of
to avoid contamination of self, others, and the work environment.
• Where any work requires close contact between technicians or between
technicians and cast, additional/enhanced PPE should be available for
all workers in these interactions. Where needed, such PPE will likely
consist of a surgical or procedure mask and eye protection (face shield
or goggles). Consideration should be given to addressing issues of face
shields or goggles “fogging up”.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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• Encourage people to bring their own mask (however, they will, of
course, be made available).
• Wash stations or hand sanitizers should now be made available in all
production facilities. If soap and water are not available, use / provide
alcohol-based hand cleanser containing at least 60% alcohol.
• Observe respiratory etiquette, including covering coughs and sneezes.
• Limit areas of the worksite to essential personnel.
• Whenever possible one department at a time may “step in, step out” of
setup, before the next department.
• Scheduling work time (including time for workers to eat/drink in
designated areas) to permit for proper adherence to protocols.
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• Maintain social distancing of no less than 6 feet whenever possible.
• Make 6-foot distance markings on the floor in environments where
people need to line up ie walkies, lunch, washrooms.
• Maintain regular housekeeping practices, including routine cleaning
and disinfecting of surfaces, equipment, and other elements of the
work environment.
• Assign individuals to be responsible for wiping down surfaces.
• Limit the number of people who handle certain items.
• Do not use other people’s phones or personal work tools.
• Contactless payment should be utilized (as opposed to petty cash)
when possible.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
SAFETY GUIDELINES

• Consider who may effectively be able to work from home during the
prep, shoot and wrap and encourage people to work at home when
possible.
• Take time to communicate and plan every part of a project in order to
reduce unexpected situations and to increase efficiency.
• You should have a combination of engineering and administrative
controls in place to ensure that physical distancing of at least 2 metres
is observed between individuals, whenever possible.
• Production should coordinate with third-parties involved with
production, such as studios, locations, vendors, government agencies
and post-production facilities, as appropriate, to ensure suitable
measures have been put in place.
• Where travel is required, each case should be considered to ensure that
proper steps are taken to arrange for appropriate means of travel and
accommodation that meet with current government regulations.
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• Workplace COVID-19 protocols should include plans to address
whether, and the extent to which diagnostic testing of cast and
appropriate crew will take place. Where it is appropriate based on
significantly negative public health indicators (e.g. high weekly
incidence rates) at the time and in the area that production is operating,
production should implement regular diagnostic testing for appropriate
individuals. Any diagnostic testing should adhere to guidance from
applicable public health authorities.
• Return to work for any individuals who have previously been diagnosed
with COVID-19, or who experienced symptoms, should be coordinated
with a designated production representative, the individual’s health care
providers, and the local public health unit, as applicable. Confirmation
of a negative COVID-19 test and/or clearance from a healthcare provider
and/or the local public health unit may be required for return to work,
but these may not be the only requirements.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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P E R S O N A L P ROT ECT I V E EQ U I P M E N T ( P P E)
All workplace parties should be familiar with any
applicable government masking and PPE requirements.
It is strongly recommended that masks approved by the
member company (e.g. surgical or procedure masks)
be worn at all times, subject only to limited exceptions
(e.g. for performers when necessary while on camera or
while eating/drinking in permitted areas) as permitted by
government requirements.
When physical distancing of at least 2 metres cannot be
reasonably maintained, additional appropriate safeguards
should be instituted, which may include the use of
additional/enhanced PPE (e.g. gloves, gowns, and goggles
or face shields as / when appropriate).
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The primary purpose of PPE should be to bolster other
safety practices. PPE should only be used as the primary
control measure after other controls have been carefully
considered and all feasible options implemented.
Everyone is encouraged to bring their own masks, however
wherever possible the Production company should provide
3 layer surgical masks for all people on set. At this time
N95 Masks are reserved for front line Health Care Workers
and will not be provided.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
SAFETY GUIDELINES

Here are some tips for employers regarding personal protective equipment:
• You should establish protocols for each department and for workplace visitors concerning, as appropriate:
• the use of personal protective equipment (including donning and doffing)
• changing/replacing personal protective equipment
• the reuse, cleaning, and disposal of personal protective equipment including masks, disposable
gloves, or gloves that can be appropriately disinfected, face shields, etc.
•
•
•
•
•

Protocols for the use of masks should consider the types of masks available and
the different functions and considerations for the use of such masks, for example
non-medical masks and medical masks.
Applicable mandatory masking requirements, whether established by the
Government of Ontario, for example pursuant to Regulations under the Reopening Ontario (A Flexible
Response to COVID-19) Act, or municipal by-law, etc., must be complied with.
• Ensure workers are appropriately trained on these protocols.
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COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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PRO DU CT IO N O FFIC E
• Limit people entering the office to essential personnel.
• Deliveries should be transacted outside the entrance whenever
possible.
• Ensure there is proper signage in production offices outlining
hygiene procedures and social distancing. Consider installing social
distancing markers.
• Pathways should be one-way where possible (clockwise) in order to
avoid people having to pass each other going opposite directions in
a narrow hallway.
• Maintain good ventilation. Keep windows and doors open where
possible, or at least periodically to cycle the air.
• Make tissues and disinfectant wipes ubiquitous. Hands-free
disinfectants should be placed at all entrances and in high traffic
areas, boardroom entrances, bathrooms, kitchens and lounges.
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• Utilize sensor-activated toilets, faucets, soap dispensers, hand
dryers, and hand sanitizer dispensers where possible.
• Disinfect remote controls, door handles, telephones, computer
keyboards, light switches, photocopiers, appliances, chair backs
and armrests.
• Use your cell phone as opposed to a landline. Consider reducing
the number of landlines in production offices.
• Utilize individual printers and scanners whenever possible.
• Reduce decorative items that people may touch.
• Plan how to serve food, coffee, etc. responsibly. All items should be
individual pre-packaged. Meals and catering in the office should be
reduced to essential needs only.
• Use disposable, ecologically-friendly flatware, plates, and cups.
• Move your own car rather than have someone else move it.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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CAST I N G
• Initial casting sessions should be handled remotely by self-tape and
any callbacks setup with live broadcast capabilities for the Director
and Agency.
• Confer with the casting director on setting up real-time interactions
between Talent on Zoom or similar.
• Insist all adult Actors attend alone and if auditioning children insist
on a maximum of one adult.
• For the casting of families who are required to interact physically
on screen, real families should be used where possible - so that
physical contact is kept within an existing family unit.
• Digitally distribute scripts as opposed to handing out sheets of
paper.
• Callbacks should be handled remotely until public health guidelines
allow for in-person auditions.
• When public health guidelines allow, we can consider in-person
callbacks. New procedures will be implemented, such as having
actors arrive no earlier than 10 mins before their assigned call time.
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• Have an actor check-in from outside using their cell phone.
• Consider utilizing app technology that checks an Actor in and takes
his or her headshot.
• One dedicated Casting Assistant should sign all performers in and
out.
• Casting facilities must plan for physical distancing of 2 meters inside
and outside of the room and have a cap on actors in the waiting
areas that are strictly enforced.
• Auditions must be spaced out with the appropriate time between
performers to avoid traffic jams.
• Allow for up to 5 minutes of time in between performers coming
into the room.
• Handling of props may have to be simulated using an Actor’s cell
phone or other personal items.
• Identify wardrobe specs in the breakdowns to increase the likelihood
of the Actor bringing something that can be worn on the shoot.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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WA R D RO B E D EPA RTMEN T
• A mood board should be considered on every job and approved by everyone
before the PPM. This usually results in less clothing purchases and a shorter
wardrobe call.
• In-depth planning should be done ahead of shopping and pulling from rental
houses.
• Anticipate delays at rental houses and retail stores, as Stylists may need to
schedule appointments.
• Companies should anticipate that stores may not accept returns on
merchandise purchased by Stylists, and additional costs may be incurred.
• Anticipate additional spec charges as clothing returned will need to be
quarantined.
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• Book talent as early as possible, and get sizes as early as possible.
• Only the wardrobe department should touch clothing, etc. until it’s decided
what the Actor will actually try on.
• Wardrobe fittings should be extended to 2 hours per person to accommodate
for online back and forth.
• While Toronto is in a “Grey” Lockdown fittings should be virtual for the
Director and Agency/Client. Only the Actor and the stylist should attend
the fitting.
• Production Companies should consider using open rental spaces for fittings
to reduce the foot traffic in their office if staff are working on-premises.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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• Full PPE must be worn for the duration of person-to-person contact, this
includes but is not limited to face shields, face masks. This includes parents
and guardians on-premises.

• Consider having Actors arrive in their own wardrobe, where possible.
• All rental wardrobe that has been worn in a fitting or on set will be cleaned
by the costume house for a fee to production.

• Before and after fitting sessions, both talent and wardrobe teams are
required to wash or sanitize their hands.

• Disinfect jewelry and glasses with a disinfectant, this pertains to items in
kits and rentals.

• Fitting photos should be taken by one person, to avoid multiple people
touching the same phone, tablet, etc.

• Provide separate wardrobe pieces for stunt performers, doubles.
• Utilizing underdressed second skin costumes to limit direct contact with

• Costumes and outfits should be bagged up individually, by the performer.

wardrobe pieces.

• Only selected hero wardrobe will be brought to set.
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LOCAT ION SCO UT IN G & MG MT
• Consider the logistical challenges of a location before sharing with a
Director or Agency / Client
• Location Scouts only only present interior location options that allow
for social distancing.
• Utilize location files as much as possible to limit the number of locations
a scout would need to visit.
• Scouts must wear PPE when entering public or private interior
locations. Any personnel required to scout locations must follow the
same protocol.
• Ensure the homeowner/occupants are not in a COVID-19 high risk
category.
• Have the owner fill out the The ACCP COVID Acknowledgement
Agreement.
• Location contracts must be executed as early as possible.
• Locations will be sanitized by a Cleaning Company before work
commences each day and at the end of the shoot.
• Ensure Cleaning Companies are using products that maintain public
safety guidelines and ensure they will not cause damage to the location.
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• Check to see if there is a strong cellular network for remote streaming
live video offsite.
• Ensure that there is enough space and ventilation to be able to segregate
the crew/cast.
• Identify safe areas for both crew and cast holding.
• Locations should work with Production to create a rough per person
capacity based on current guidelines. At the time of writing each person
requires a minimum of 4 m2.
• Limiting or restricting access to any areas that cannot/have not been
adequately cleaned/disinfected.
• Consider asking the owner of the location to remove personal items
before we take occupancy.
• Anticipate providing alternative lodging to house occupants for the
duration of the shoot (may be best for them to not enter at wrap in
between the days that crew is in the home).
• Anticipate the possibility of having to board animals.
• Find a suitable lunch location with plenty of space and parking.
Production could require double the tables to ensure social distancing.
• Have one individual put up and take down all location signs.
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T EC H SCO UT
•
•
•
•

Schedule the tech scout as early in the schedule as possible.
Digitally distribute tech scout packets.
Attendees must Self-drive if at all possible.
If in a people-mover, everyone should be in masks, etc. Consider
renting multiple vehicles to allow distance between people in seats.
• While at the location, encourage conversations to happen outdoors.
• Consider scouting in smaller groups to keep fewer people grouped
together. e.g. 1st AD, DOP, Director, Line Producer, Loc Scout go in
first. After the scout, the DOP stays, 2 people leave, and the grip and
gaffer come in to speak with the DOP.
• Plan to maximize space and airflow when designating spaces for
a shoot (video village, lunch, equipment staging, placement of
monitors, etc.). Consider whether you will have to relocate any of
these areas at some point during the day, in order to accommodate
different camera positions.

DIR ECTOR SCO U TI NG
• In the short term, we should encourage virtual director scouting
via a streaming app.
• Carefully consider the number of locations that the director
scouts in-person.
• When scouting live, everyone should be required to self-drive
where possible.
• Where possible, production should provide booties and PPE for
all crew entering a home.
• Remind Directors and Production to give consideration to size,
space and flow when deciding between location options.
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SH O OT I NG SC H ED UL E / STA F F I NG
PRE P RO ME E TING

• Carefully consider the number of shoot days and hours required.
• Consider whether a prep or pre-light day will be required.
• An additional prep day for an AD may be necessary to account for all these new
measures.
• To the extent possible - call times should be delayed and staggered so that each
department is given access at timed intervals, to prevent crowding on arrival to set.
• The crew may be required to come early for any health checks before entering the set.
• Anticipate things taking longer to accomplish than we’re used to. Build-in time for one
department to “step in, step out” at a time.
• ‘Making the day’ will require efficiency and enough personnel. This will be challenging
with caps on the number of people at a gathering.
• In the short term, all sets should be considered ‘closed sets’ limiting the number of
people allowed in the location at any given time to essential cast and crew only.
• Scheduling work time (including time for workers to eat/drink in designated areas) to
permit for proper adherence to protocols.
• Agency and Client are also encouraged to send the fewest possible number of
representatives.
• Require frequent and thorough hand washing by all personnel, without exception

• Host the pre-pro in an online web room, and schedule the meeting as
early in the schedule as possible.
• Finalize as many creative decisions as possible no later than the pre-pro
meeting so there will be fewer last-minute changes on shoot days.
• Consider having an additional pre-pro meeting to confirm all details
pertaining to talent and location. Include detailed discussions about
the wardrobe and Art Department details. Confirm scripts are finalized
at this point before moving to the next stage of production.
• Confirm the chain of command for feedback from remote video village.
• Confirm product delivery to ensure safe handling, ensure the product
is wiped down prior to going on-set.
• Confirm details for the delivery of colour corrects. On-set colour
corrects to be handled by one designated person. Confirm how to
appropriately wipe down colour corrects. Encourage the agency to
provide additional colour corrects so they do not need to be shared
amongst talent.
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DI R ECTO R/ 1st A D
DIRECTOR
• The Director is the film’s biggest asset while carrying the most exposure to
almost every department. All best practices should be taken to safeguard
the Director and to limit close-contact and exposure to others.
• During Pre-Production the Director should limit meetings to phone or
video conferences whenever possible.
• On-set the Director must maintain social distancing of 6 feet at all times
from all cast and crew.
• Avoid touching or physically moving performers into position.
• Any interaction with Talent shall be done at a distance. When social
distancing is not possible all necessary PPE shall be work to protect the
Director and Talent.
• The Director’s monitor should be for the Director only.
• Director will be asked to self-drive when possible, but when this is not
possible a designated driver and vehicle shall be responsible solely for
their transport.
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1 st A D - in a ddi t i on to t h e lef t colu m n
• The Assistant Director should be given extra batteries for their
walkie off the top off the day so as to limit swapping out batteries
with other crew members.
• If printing AD’s shooting schedule, their personal copy must be
labelled with their Name, and handled only by the AD.
• Avoid touching or physically moving performers into position.
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PRO D UCT IO N
• At all times, abide by applicable laws, regulations and public health orders.
• Anyone exhibiting mild or severe symptoms of COVID-19 cannot be
permitted entry to a set or company controlled location or facility.
• Touchless thermometers must be in place for all personnel when they
arrive on set. This process may need to be repeated during the course of
the day - for example, after the first meal break.
• Everyone entering the workplace should be instructed (verbally, with
signage, etc.) to self-monitor for symptoms such as fever, cough or difficulty
breathing, or other symptoms as listed by public health authorities.

• When placing Crew on hold, Production should ask the
following questions.
• Do you have any of the symptoms: cough, fever, difficulty
breathing, muscle pain, sore throat, or sudden loss of smell?
• Have you been in contact with someone with COVID- 19?
• Have you or any immediate family member been outside of the
country in the last 2 weeks?
• If the person answers yes to one of the questions, they should
be advised to complete the online self- assessment or call
either:
• Telehealth: 1-866-797-0000
• or their primary care provider (for example, family physician)
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COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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• Require everyone participating in the shoot to sign the CPAT approved waiver.
• Encourage everyone to install the COVID ALERT App
• Crew Member personal privacy is extremely important, and our Production teams
must be sure to respect this.
• Call sheets and shoot schedules should be distributed digitally, wherever possible.
• If shooting in a studio, Production Companies should ask for the facility’s sanitization
and ventilation plans between rentals, as well as, confirm who is responsible for
cleaning throughout the rental period.
• Production must require the use of and provide surgical masks and gloves for
everyone attending a shoot both in-studio or on location.
• Provide wash stations, pump sanitizers and wipes readily available for the crew.
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• Limit the number of people in a passenger van to one person per row of seats. Masks
are required to be worn when multiple people are in the vehicle.
• At this time, Crew members, Cast and all attending Client / Agency personnel are
required to wear masks while in a studio or on location.
• Everyone is encouraged to bring their own masks, however wherever possible the
Production company should provide 3 layer surgical masks for all people on set. At
this time N95 Masks are reserved for front line Health Care Workers and will not be
provided.
• Washing stations and touchless hand sanitizers should be provided in high traffic
areas on set, Talent holding, Camera Department, at the equipment truck and near
set.

COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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VE H I C L ES & T R A N S P O RT
• Drivers must thoroughly disinfect all vehicles at the start and end of each day.
• Production and Art teams must maintain a supply of disinfectant materials in each vehicle.
• Whenever possible each vehicle should be assigned to a single driver, who should regularly disinfect all frequent
touch-points such as door handles and window buttons.
• When there are multiple Drivers handling one vehicle. Each crew member should completely disinfect all frequent
touch-points such as door handles and window buttons.
• Each evening vehicles should be parked in a secure area and disinfected. Crew members should not take vehicles
home in case they develop symptoms before the next work day.
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COVID- 19 HEALTH &
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• Masks should be worn in vehicles when multiple individuals are present, even if physical distancing can be
maintained. You should have protocols in place to ensure individuals being picked up from outside of the workplace
have a mask available to them. You should develop protocols to limit the risk of potential exposure in situations
where there are multiple individuals in a vehicle. These protocols may include:
• Exercising diligence when in vehicles with multiple individuals, such as maximizing
physical distance to the extent possible, wearing personal protective equipment
(e.g. masks and gloves), avoiding touching your face, and washing/sanitizing hands
before and after entering the vehicle
• Providing hand sanitizer in all passenger vehicles where individuals will be seated
• Keeping the windows down in the vehicle, whenever possible, to improve air
circulation (see, for example, Worker’s Health and Safety Centre Airflow Ventilation)
• Establishing and communicating a limit on the number of passengers for each
vehicle or vehicle type, which considers the particular circumstances in which the
vehicle will be operated (e.g. whether the windows can be down, whether barriers
are installed and the duration of travel)
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• Directing passengers not to sit in the front passenger seat next to the driver, unless
an appropriate physical barrier is in place, and to refrain from touching vehicle
surfaces as much as possible
• limiting eating/drinking in passenger vehicles any time that a passenger is present
• Having the same individuals ride in the same vehicle each day, whenever possible
• Requiring that only members of the same department, or workers who otherwise
regularly interact with one another in the course of their duties, be transported in
the same vehicle at the same time, whenever possible
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MOTO R HOMES
• Production Companies should consider adding additional motorhomes
on jobs with multiple Cast Members to ensure there is enough space
to process talent in a timely manner
• The COVID Coordinator should assess hair/makeup/wardrobe areas
(e.g. trailers) to determine whether they provide adequate appropriate
ventilation.
• Keep windows and doors open when possible. Open at least
periodically to cycle the air
• Establish occupancy limits and only allow essential personnel to enter.
• Where possible consider adding screens between workstations.
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ON- SET HEALTH AND SAFETY PERSONNEL
• Member Companies should establish additional supports such as set medics, external cleaning crews, etc.,
to put safety protocols into action.
• The COVID Coordinator. The creation of this role is to address the risks to workplace safety during the
Pandemic and to have someone who is solely dedicated to ensuring that the workplace is adhering to the
government established protocols for mitigating COVID infection. Below is a suggested outline for this
crew member.
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PREP
• Attends Directors survey and/or tech survey to create the COVID logistics plan outlining the following:
•
•
•
•
•

The capacity of the location or studio based on social distancing requirements
Works with the AD’s and Production to create the flow of the set
Identifies the location of the crew and talent holding areas,
Identifies the location of washrooms, hand washing stations, and hand sanitizing stations
Identifying choke-points and ways to avoid congestion such as having multiple monitored entrances/
exits and staggering start times/end times and breaks.
• Identifies the site for the crew screening. If the site is outdoors, plans should be made to accommodate
screening in the event of inclement weather, including ensuring adequate physical distancing and
ventilation of any alternate sites.
• Identify if air purifiers or other rentals are required and obtain quotes for production.
•
•
•
•

Secures the PPE required for the shoot from the production company or suppliers
Confirm all sanitation services and supplies with the locations department.
Digitally distributes and confirms return receipt of all COVID required paperwork the day before the shoot
When required attends art dept dress days
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SHOOT
• 1st person on-set before any cast or crews call times to set up
a crew sign in area.
• Assists with all check-in procedures and walkie sign out
• Confirm checklist of COVID safety measures with each
department,
• Manage supplies, holding areas, lunch setup
• Post signs at the entrance, throughout the space and inform
all staff of the room/building restrictions.
• Ensure good ventilation in the location or studio
• Manages the sign in and sign out lists for everyone attending
the shoot
• Supervise all areas for cleanliness and social distancing
• Supervises COVID cleaning PA squad (numbers tbd)
• Primary COVID safety liaison for external vendors and
personnel.
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• Hire at least 1 PA (2 if the numbers allow) or cleaner(s) to be
on-set or in the office who are responsible for wiping down
surfaces with disinfectant. These should be the only people
who handle & discard PPE waste.
• During the initial phases of starting up during the Pandemic,
every set should consider the benefit of having a health
professional/medic on-set to monitor on-set crew activity
from a health perspective to guide production in the safest
manner possible and to provide training and monitoring
appropriate use, removal and disposal of masks, gloves and
other PPE as required.
• If hired the health care professional/medic should know how
to recognize symptoms of COVID-19 and procedures related
to individuals who show symptoms.
• Any health care professional/medic will wear appropriate
PPE for the duration of person-to-person contact.
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Production must consider the following wi th respect to work pl ace screeni ng and process :
• A health questionnaire should be provided either electronically • Utilize wristbands or other systems to identify individuals who
(e.g. administered through an app or website and accessed
have successfully completed screening.
via personal devices) or verbally (with responses recorded • If work must be conducted in pairs, the same 2 individuals
by a screener) to all individuals the first time they enter the
should always perform this work together.
workplace each day. Electronic screening is preferred to allow • Any personal health information must be collected, used,
screening to be completed away from the workplace. If instored and communicated in accordance with applicable
person screening is utilized, appropriate steps should be in
privacy laws.
place to ensure physical distancing and mitigate individuals
congregating at screening locations.
• Implement electronic sign-in / sign-out procedures for everyone
attending a shooting location and studio. If an employee or
visitor tests positive for COVID-19, the local public health
unit may ask employers to provide information on where the
employee worked as well as the contact information of any
other employee who may have been exposed.
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Sanitiz ation M inimum S tandards:
• Disinfect the washroom facilities, at least every thirty mins
• Disinfect the craft area, at least every hour.
• Clean at least every 45 mins to 1 hour (and, if applicable, as soon as they are
visibly soiled) any hard surfaces: tables, counters, door handles, fittings, toilets,
telephones, computer accessories, switches, computer keyboards).
• If several people use the same work tool, the Crew Members should disinfect
said equipment at least every one hour (and, if necessary, between each pass);
however, it is recommended that each person use their own tools.
• Disinfect the lunchroom after each meal.
• Any crew members wearing gloves should be changing them at regular intervals.
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A RT DEPA RTM EN T
• Production Designers will need to create more comprehensive previs and pre-production packages to facilitate greater decision making
ahead of shoots.
• If possible, the Production Designer, Art Directors, or Buyer should be
included in the initial scouting photos for early feedback.
• Buyers should take short videos of key props and dressing in order to
better describe the vision to the agency/client over the web.
• Make decisions on the tech scout, get approvals from Agency / Client
as early as possible
• Consider the potential value of prep and strike days. This may be
combined with location cleaning requirements.
• Consideration for more days for scout/prep/wrap to facilitate the need
for fewer people on set.
• An understanding that items purchased may be Final Sale.
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• Production Designers should ensure that Set Dressers are using proper
PPE when handling props and dressing sets.
• Art PA’s must use proper wipe-down procedures when entering a
vehicle.
• Art Dept should minimize touching items native to a location.
• Fewer pickups will be possible per day, per truck.
• Art Dept may not be able to provide last-minute prop/dressing options
due to reduced access to vendors and prop houses.
• Staggered dress and wrap schedules will be needed to accommodate
social distancing. ie; build specific days/dressing day/wrap day.
• Only Food Stylists / On-Set Props to handle talent food and drink.
• All props/dressing and set pieces will arrive to set disinfected.
• On-Set Props and designated Set Dressers to be the only crew to touch/
adjust set dressing & props.
• Art Departments should communicate support needs in advance.
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PRO PS D EPA RTM EN T
• The Props Department tools and kits should be considered off-limits
to the rest of the Crew to reduce transmission.
• Its recommended smoke or atmosphere is not used at this time as there
could be a risk of the virus being suspended in the air for longer periods
of time.
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• If atmosphere or smoke is to be used on sets, proper ventilation and fresh
air circulation is critical to the safety of everyone involved. Production
should work with the props department to ensure that there is good
airflow and the room is cleared between takes and setups.
• It is recommended that Production Managers and ADs familiarize
themselves with the Ministry of Labour Guideline No 9 which can be
found here.
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H A I R A N D M A K E- U P
• In the short term consider having the Hero Talent bring their personal
product for our Artists to use.
• Full PPE must be worn for the duration of person-to-person contact,
this includes but is not limited to a face shield, procedure masks, and
if requested disposable gloves.
• Consider a pre-call for the Make-Up Department to give them enough
time to be set up.
• Use only one brush, applicator, etc. per actor. No double-dipping.
Consider using disposable items.
• Before and after hair and make-up sessions, both the Talent and
Make-Up Artists are required to wash or sanitize their hands past
their wrists.
• If possible, performers being styled should wear appropriate face
covering.
• No eating or drinking in the hair/makeup/wardrobe area when work
is being done on performers.
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• Mix foundation, powders, lipstick, etc. on a disposable palette for
each individual.
• Some performers may be requested to do their own hair/make-up/
touch-ups while being directed, from a distance, by a stylist/artist.
• Work stations need to be cleaned between each user and distanced a
minimum of 2 meters apart.
• Clean hairbrushes and combs and reusable make-up brushes with
appropriate disinfecting solutions.
• Kits may need to include multiples for most make-up.
• An Actor may be able to wear a mask while having their eyes or hair
done.
• Only remove the actor’s mask when essential.
• Once made up, the Actor may use a face shield (as opposed to a
mask) in order to not disturb the completed make-up.
• Make-up Artist or Hairstylist may place and remove the face shield
for the Actor (if the Actor prefers).
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CA ME R A D EPARTMENT

SOUND DEPARTMENT

• Camera pick-up from the camera house may have to be scheduled.
• Camera rental Vendors are responsible for providing sanitized
equipment at the start of the camera prep.
• Only camera personnel should handle camera gear including carts,
cases, tape, etc.
• Where possible place the camera at least 2 meters from the Talent.
• While filming it is recommended that the 1st AC is pulling focus at
least two (2) meters from the camera and operator.
• Camera cards must be disinfected appropriately before handed off
to the DIT.
• Where the work requires close contact between camera workers or
between camera workers and cast, additional/enhanced PPE should
be available for all workers in these interactions. Where needed,
such PPE will likely consist of a surgical or procedure mask and eye
protection (face shield or goggles). Consideration should be given
to addressing issues of face shields or goggles “fogging up”.
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• The use of boom mics only is strongly suggested.
• Ask the Actor to install their lapel microphone himself (or install
it with the advice of a technician located more than two (2)
meters from him).
• Careful sanitizing of Lav microphones and comteks between
shoot days is mandatory.

SCRIPT SUP ERV ISOR
• Allow for a separate monitor setup

EL ECT R I C , G R I P D EPA RTM ENTS
• Offer the use of iOS access for monitors
• Limiting the use of daily technicians who are coming into the workplace.
• Requiring technicians to put down items to be picked up and avoid
“hand-offs” as much as possible.
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G E A R A N D H A N D LIN G O F EQ UIPM EN T
• Every attempt should be made to pair down the required
equipment in the short term to reduce clutter on the
shoot day and the added chance of transmission.
• Depending on company policies Crew sub-rentals may
continue, however, the owner of the gear should limit the
number of Crew members who should be handling it.
• Crew Members must wear disposable gloves and change
regularly.
• Whenever possible, Department members may only
touch equipment within their Department.
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• Strive for consistency regarding which pieces of
equipment are handled by whom.
• If more than 1 Crew member is needed to move a piece of
equipment, extra care should be taken.
• Members of each department should disinfect gear
during breaks and inactivity.
• Equipment Rental Houses should supply basic cleaning
instructions for high use items outlining the types of
disinfectants that may be used.
• To minimize the number of people having to touch the
same items. This may require additional gear.
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V T R & V I D EO V I L L AG E
• As we are anticipating Government restrictions on
crew sizes, remote video villages will become part of
the new normal. Client and Agency personnel will be
provided with a link to view the live camera feed and
VTR playback
• Companies will need to agree on remote workflow with
the Agency Producer to ensure all parties are focusing
on their monitors for quick approvals. Our new normal
will come with new challenges and timely feedback
will be crucial to keeping us on schedule. Any delays
in obtaining feedback could result in additional costs
for overtime.
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• When numbers allow and Agency personnel start
attending the shoot, the video village location should
be designated ahead of time in an area that will not
require it to move.
• Consider setting up tents outside, if possible, and use
walkie talkies to communicate with the Line Producer
• Provide for audio feedback between video village and
set.
• Seating on-set in general and in video village will be
plastic chairs that can be wiped down.
• VTR thermal prints should be avoided at this time.
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H OME ECC & FO O D ST Y LIN G
STUD IO

M A I N D I S H & OT H E R R E N TA L FO O D T R U C KS

• Studio kitchens should be built, in an open and segregated space where only
the food stylist team should have access.
• The area needs to be fully cleaned, and sanitized before the team arrives.
• Where possible all prep days should be in the studio the day before the shoot.
• The on set table has to be designated for food stying only and cannot be used
by other departments.

H A N D L I N G O F FO O D
• Any product sent by a client should be handled with gloves and put in the
freezer or fridge. Boxes should be disinfected before put in the freezer or
fridges. If boxes are opened, products, when possible, should be wiped down
and disinfected before putting in the fridge or freezer and gloves should be
used.
• Individual Food Stylists should bring and handle their own tools on set.
• Whenever possible Food stylists must be the only person to handle food for
actors.
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• The truck must be fully disinfected before every shoot and after each
shoot.
• Where possible no food or other items should be left on the truck.
• The Food Styling Team should clean and disinfect the truck throughout
the day.
• Disinfectant solutions to be supplied by production. Food Styling teams
should convey their needs at least 3 days before the shoot.
• Masks need to be worn on the truck by everyone at all times.
• Whenever possible there should only be one person on the truck at any
given time with a secondary workstation outside.
• Production should consider supplying disposable trays or plates for
transporting food to set to reduce items come back onto the truck
• Full PPE must be worn at all times in the truck.
• The Food Styling Team must wash their hands before entering the truck.
• When possible all windows on the truck and door should stay open for as
much airflow as possible.
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CR EW A N D TA L EN T HO LD IN G A R EAS
• Both holding areas should be set up outside, when possible.
• Seating should be arranged in such a fashion as to promote distancing, and prescribed seating
should minimize social interaction between Departments, Seats should be plastic so they can be
wiped down.
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PRO DU CT I O N ASS ISTA N TS
• Production Assistants interact with almost every inch of any set
and must be aware of proper social distancing and sanitization
procedures to help safeguard their environment and others
working in that environment.
• Sanitization of workstations and gear will become a routine part
of a PA’s daily on-set duties.
• The use of PPE is recommended at all times for Production
Assistants.
• During Pre-Production, PAs must be aware that any item they are
picking up will eventually find it’s way to other Crew Members
on-set, so care must be taken to safeguard these items from
infection.
• PA’s returning gear after a shoot must also recognize that it has
been handled by other crew members and must make every effort
to safeguard themselves and the people receiving the returns.
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• Often PAs are asked to drive rental vehicles that are not their
own i.e. cube trucks, minivans. They must use proper wipedown procedures when entering a new vehicle.
• If asked to shuttle other Cast/Crew members throughout
production or pre-production, Production Assistants must
remember to limit the number of people in the vehicle and wear
PPE.
• Production should consider that extra Production Assistants
may be needed on the day to help expedite work and maintain
efficiencies.
• Production and Production Assistants must also be aware that
pick-ups and returns will take extra time based on new procedures
that limit numbers of people inside retail stores, rental houses,
banks, vendor operations, etc.
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CR A F T S ERV IC ES
• The Craft truck or food preparation vehicle or facility needs
to follow strict health guidelines as laid out in the Ontario
Government’s Guidance Note for restaurant and food services
health and safety during COVID-19 (https://www.ontario.ca/
page/restaurant-and-food-services-health-and-safety-duringcovid-19) and any other applicable laws, orders or by-laws.
• Every person handling food needs proper training and
certification in hygiene and food prep.
• Craft personnel must always wear full PPE including a face shield,
surgical mask and gloves that need to be changed frequently.
• Any person handling food should thoroughly wash their hands
beforehand and then wear gloves.
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• Craft trucks should be closed off to anyone that is not Craft
personnel to reduce the potential for contamination.
• Craft Suppliers should be asked to serve individually prepackaged
items and consider reverting back to water bottles. Companies
who prefer water refilling stations are free to do so but must
ensure the Sanitization Team is regularly cleaning the dispensing
button.
• No communal coolers on-set. Craft Service will serve drinks.
• Water and coffee stations available on-set must clean the
dispenser handle regularly.
• Reduce and streamline the variety of beverages.
• Hot or fresh items should be individually packaged. The use of
tongs or proper serving utensils is mandatory when serving fresh
items.
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CAT ER I N G
• Catering personnel must always wear full PPE including a face
shield, surgical mask and gloves which should be changed
frequently.
• The lunch location must be large enough to ensure a distance of
two (2) meters between each person and, If this is not possible,
Production should modify the meal times to minimize the
number of people eating at the same time.
• Where possible, the lunchroom should be set up with the chairs
two (2) meters apart and add marks on the tables to indicate
the distance.
• Whenever possible, consider having lunches and second meals
be prepackaged or boxed and handled by Caterers wearing
gloves.
• Food will be served to people (as opposed to self-serve).
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• Flatware sets should be handed out one by one
• Hand washing station(s) should be present
• All individuals should put their garbage, recycling and food
waste directly into bins and not leave it for others to clean up.
• Any communal surfaces should be appropriately disinfected
using established disinfecting policies and protocols at the
beginning, end of, and throughout the day and, in particular,
after breaks and meal periods. Such surfaces may include:
•
•
•
•

tables
chairs or benches
door handles
vending and coffee machines
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H OST I N G C LIEN TS
The ACCP is committed to supporting and surpassing the public safety
measures currently in place by order of the Ontario Government and
Public Health to ensure that we can continue to be an industry that is
allowed to operate in a safe and effective manner.
In accordance with this independent medical opinion, the ACCP is
requesting that all agency and client personnel who are required to
attend a shoot should do so virtually at this time, unless their in-person
absence will have a quantifiable negative impact on the efficiency of
the shoot.

When Client or Agency personnel are present the following should be
considered:
• Production should set up remote video villages and provide Client and
Agency personnel with a link to view the live camera feed and VTR
playback.
• If a Client or Agency is deemed necessary personnel, all efforts will be
made to limit the number in attendance to minimize risk.
• Any Agency and Client personnel on set must adhere to the same
Health and Safety Guidelines as the Crew at all times.

In exceptional circumstances where it is deemed required to attend
in person, the ACCP companies will accommodate agency and client
personnel on set, with a separate isolated area. It is our request that
on-set attendance by agency or client personnel be limited to as few
people as possible. Ideally one person who can liaison with the director
and producer on creative issues, and one person who can man and
maintain the communication link with other virtually attending agency
and client personnel.
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WALKIE TALKIES
• Walkie numbers should be assigned on the call sheet.
• A PA should individually sanitize and layout the walkies
the morning of the shoot for contactless pickup.
• Replacement batteries must be disinfected in between
uses, bagged, and handed to Crew as needed
• On multiple days, production should consider adding
additional walkies in case new Crew Members are added
mid-shoot.
• No sharing of walkie talkies.
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ACTO RS
Where performers will have to work in close proximity and cannot wear PPE, other measures (e.g. measures other than physical distancing
and the use of PPE) that are appropriate to the risk in the circumstances must be in place to mitigate the risk of exposure or transmission
• Actors may benefit from extra tender loving care. Remember, they
have to give an on-screen performance in the midst of all this.
• Avoid or limit large crowd scenes.
• Require performers, including stand-ins, wearing personal protective
equipment (e.g. face masks and shields) whenever possible.
• Consider a temporary clear barrier between actors (and regular
sterilizing of such barriers) while establishing marks and positions,
and remove them at the last moment.
• Requiring any individuals who interact with a performer at a distance
of less than two metres to wear a mask and face shield and to wash/
sanitize hands.
• Where performers agree to touch one another during a scene,
performers must wash or sanitize their hands immediately before
and after each take.
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• Limit the repetition of physical touching, as much as possible.
• Avoiding lip to lip contact (e.g. kissing) where possible and using an
oral rinse, as recommended by a medical professional, before and
after each take.
• Where performers are required to engage in physical contact (e.g.
kissing, hugging or close-range fighting), or shouting or singing in
close proximity, ensure regular testing for applicable individuals
• Consider shooting plates when actors need to be closer than 6 feet
from one another.
• Consider alternate shot set-ups, camera angles, lenses, etc.
• Send contracts electronically, consider using an online tool to
complete paperwork.
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Surfaces and objects on set which Talent may interact with.
• You should have protocols in place to limit the risk of transmission of
the virus due to multiple individuals touching the same surface(s) or
object(s). Such protocols may include:

• Requiring that animals and their trainer only enter set with when
immediately needed and that only the performer(s) who interact
with the animal in the scene and the trainer interact with the animal
• Establishing protocols for the disinfection and maintenance of LAV
microphones, which should include disinfecting the microphones
before/after each use, replacing any mounting components that
cannot be disinfected, and labelling microphones with performer
assignments

• permitting the performer handling a prop to reset the
prop between takes.
• disinfecting props between takes, whenever possible.
• covering and cleaning surfaces that may be touched by
multiple cast and crew,including stand-ins and stunt
performers
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C HILD ACTORS

EX T R AS

• Extra care and consideration should be given when child
performers and their parents/guardians will be on set.
• Interaction between child performers and others should be
limited as much as possible.
• If possible, a separate holding area should be provided for child
performers.
• Virtual/remote tutoring should be considered.
• When possible, tutoring locations should not be used for other
purposes. Tutoring locations should be appropriately disinfected
in between each use.
• Minimal styling will be provided for child performers.
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• Carefully consider the number of Extras required
• Be sure to have enough space, tables and chairs for Extras holding area to
be spread out
• Provide one pen for each Extra to execute paperwork and make sure they
know to keep it and not share
• All Background Talent should, to the greatest extent possible, wear their
own clothes and dress at home. In the event that this is not possible,
Production is required to provide dressing facilities where social distancing
measures can be upheld.
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P OST P RO D U CT I O N
Remote sessions for both Agencies and their Clients are encouraged even after the social distancing
ban is lifted.
If sessions are required, the following guidelines will be followed;
• The CPAT waiver must be signed by any person attending the facility
and returned before arriving at the facility
• CPAT post companies will not force an editor, assistant, artist or
colourist to have a supervised session.
• To ensure the safety of everyone involved, the number of attendees
will be limited and is up to the discretion of the CPAT post company.
• Masks are mandatory. CPAT post companies prefer the use of blue
and white medical masks over cotton masks for working sessions and
ask clients to bring their own.
• Staff and Client temperatures will be taken upon arrival.
• Soap, water and hand sanitizer will be supplied in various areas
throughout the edit facility.
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• Clients are encouraged to bring their own food and a reusable water
bottle.
• The post facility will not provide any food service, meals or snacks.
• Cleaning and sanitizing of all common areas will be maintained
through the day ie. door and cupboard handles, kitchen surfaces and
bathrooms
• In the event of staff or Client reporting an illness, all sessions will
convert to remote meetings and the facility will be closed and
disinfected.
• In the event of a Client reporting an illness, an additional facility
cleaning charge may be levied.
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COVI D 1 9 R ESO URC ES
• Ontario Ministry of Health
• symptoms and treatments
• how to protect yourself and self-isolate
• Public Health Ontario
• A poster for how to wash your hands
• Information on mask use for non-healthcare workers
• A poster on when and how to wear a mask
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PROTOCOL FO R A N YO N E W HO
F E E LS U N W ELL AT WO R K
• In the event that anyone begins to feel unwell during the
course of production prep, shoot, or wrap, they should
notify their Department Heads or the On-Set Health
Professional and leave work right away.
• It is the responsibility of the Department Heads and Health
Care Professional to inform the Producer immediately,
who in turn should alert the Executive Producer in charge
of the production.
• All gear in the crew members department should be
immediately sanitized, to the best of their ability.
• The PM should keep a list of Emergency Vendor contacts
and at the direction of the EP inform the appropriate
Companies that a Crew Member has left the set unwell,
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so they can take extra precautions when the rentals are
returned.
• Should a Crew Member have any COVID related concerns,
you are encouraged to speak directly to the Producers
and Production Company Owners responsible for your
Project. We realize that there may be situations where,
for whatever reason, you feel uncomfortable doing so. As
a result, the idea behind the PAL program is to provide
an additional means of communication on a confidential
basis should you feel that you have a problem that has
not been resolved or a concern that you want to address
directly with CPAT.
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